The Advanced Response Police Officer Course is designed to provide the police officer with enhanced training, skills, and techniques to survive ambush and unexpected threat situations. Focusing on practical application of skills learned, this course is conducted primarily in the field or on the range. It is designed for any police officer wanting to enhance their survivability in any environment. Topics include the use of various pieces of equipment, tactical movement, tactical combat casualty care, live fire drills, scenario based decision-making, rescues, and counter-ambush tactics.

The learning objectives include:
- Fundamentals of tactical movement
- Ballistic shield operations
- Mechanical breaching
- Interior building clearing tactics for two and three-man teams
- Tactical movement in open air and urban environments
- Tactical Emergency Casualty Care (TECC)
- Officer/Citizen down rescues
- Counter-ambush survival tactics

**Schedule**

**DAY 1**
- Fundamentals of tactical movement
- Ballistic shield operations
- Manual/mechanical breaching
- Individual movement techniques (slide-by, angling, snapping and threshold assessments)
- Two- and three-man room entry drills

**DAY 2**
- Two- and three-man building clearing (force on force or force on static targets)
- Tactical movement in open air environments
- Tactical movement in open air environments drills

**DAY 3**
- Tactical movement in open air environments (force on force or force on static targets)
- Introduction to tactical emergency casualty care
- Open air/rolling barricade rescue scenarios

**DAY 4**
- Police disadvantages and ways to combat our setbacks
- Tactical considerations
- Ambush counter measures outside and inside of your vehicle
- Seated draw from patrol vehicle (static targets)
- Ambush scenarios

**DAY 5**
- Fundamental marksmanship drill
- Positional, barricade, and movement shooting drills
- Officer rescue – open air and rolling barricade course of fire
- Two-man live fire room entry
- Combat/stress shooting drill (buddy team movement under fire)